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AUTUMN MEETING PROGRAMME 2016 
This year, the Swedish National Heritage Board’s Autumn Meeting will be held at Nalen in the heart of 
Stockholm. However, the programme will begin with a journey of discovery, an expedition in 
partnership with the National Museums of World Culture in Stockholm. The topic of the 2016 Autumn 
Meeting reflects how cultural heritage and the ways in which we relate to aspects of human life in the 
past can stimulate our sense of curiosity and make us engage in what seems different and strange.  

Cultural heritage is everywhere; it is part of our daily lives. How we engage with cultural heritage can 

determine how we understand our place in time. Through exploring the past we expand our 

knowledge and our ability to appreciate perspectives and ways of living that are different from our own. 

The Swedish National Heritage Board has worked with a large number of stakeholders to produce a 

“vision” for cultural heritage management until 2030. Together we can realise the “vision”. During three 

days we will examine and explore the equation (?) of social sustainability through inspiring talks, 

debates, film screenings and workshops.  Join us in a discovery of fresh approaches and intriguing tools 

- the road to realising the “vision” starts here! 

The concept of the Autumn Meeting is to provide all participants with an opportunity to get away from 

the office and the desk in order to expand our minds and debate issues which may bring new vigour, 

insight and inspiration to our everyday tasks. The Autumn Meeting offers an arena where we can all 

come together and discuss how cultural heritage management can support social development so that 

everyone, regardless of background, can relate to the cultural heritage that has shaped Sweden. 

Date: 8-9-10 November  

Place: Stockholm 

Contact: hostmote@raa.se  

Version: 02/11/2016 
Programme may be subject to change. 
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The socially sustainable development equation: 
Illustrations by Stina Wirsén. The images have been cropped. (CC BY) 

 

”Curiosity and engagement”. We explore aspects of life in the past in order to  
understand our place in time and to create meaning and a sense of belonging. 

 + 

 

“Engagement and society”.  The ways in which people engage with their  
environment can encourage social development and assist us in coming to terms  
with the complexity of contemporary society. 

 = 

 

“No one owns culture or cultural heritage”. Everyone, regardless of background,  
can relate to the cultural heritage that has shaped Sweden. 
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Tuesday 8 November 
People have inquiring minds. Throughout the course of history, voyages of discovery, journeys into new 
territory, have explored the unknown, challenged boundaries and sought answers to questions on the 
nature of existence. Would you like to explore the opportunities for cultural heritage work in the future? 
If so, start the Autumn Meeting by embarking on an expedition that offers discussion and perspectives 
on how cultural heritage can be preserved, used and developed.  
 

13.00 – 17.30 | An expedition with the Museums of World Culture 

Attendees will be given a map which will take you to three destinations: The Museum of Ethnography, 
the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities and the Museum of Mediterranean and Near Eastern Antiquities.  
Here you will meet people who have pushed the boundaries in various ways and explored the traces of 
the past. Number of places limited. First come first served!  

The journey begins at 13.00 and ends at 17.30.  You make your own way between the destinations or 
can pre-book a bus to the Museum of Ethnography and the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities. From 
there the last destination is within walking distance (from the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities to the 
Museum of Mediterranean and Near Eastern Antiquities). The day will include top-up coffee breaks and 
will end with a revitalising evening get-together.  

Timings: 

Museum of Ethnography 13.00 – 14.00 
Author and illustrator Stina Wirsén in conversation with Qaisar Mahmood, Head of the Cultural 
Environment Department, Swedish National Heritage Board. About the movability of images and words, 
about inspiration and about interpretations, identification and who is allowed to make claim to a 
specific pictorial tradition. Can anyone claim the heritage in pictures irrespective of their background? 
Are we really equal before the past? 
 

Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities 15.00 – 16.00 
Conversation and film showing with working chair of the foundation Karin Skoglund, and Anders and 
Barbro Åberg, the people behind the multi-artwork initiative, the museum and the human meeting 
place Mannaminne in the heart of the High Coast in Ångermanland on the Gulf of Bothnia. Over the 
course of this hour we will be able to see and hear what can be achieved through involvement, a sense 
of curiosity and a bit of hands-on craftsmanship. The conversation will be moderated by Helena 
Håkansson, Head of Communications at the Swedish National Heritage Board. 

“Mannaminne is truly a remarkable place, a global village with winding streets leading to different 
cultures and periods of time. There are about fifty buildings here, old tools and machinery from the 
past, aeroplanes, boats and ingenious inventions, art and crafts from practically all around the world. It 
is a venue for festivals, theatre, worship, art exhibitions, concerts.” – Gefle Dagblad.  
 

Museum of Mediterranean and Near Eastern Antiquities 16.30 – 17.30 
For fifteen years, doctor and writer Bea Uusma has been attempting to solve the medical detective 
riddle of the Andrée polar expedition. Why did the members of the expedition die on Vitön in October 
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1897? She has organised her own polar expeditions to travel in the expedition’s footsteps. She works 
with forensic scientists, osteologists, archaeologists and crime scene investigators. She has overturned 
old theories and reached completely new answers. Bea Uusma was awarded the August Prize for the 
book “Expeditionen. Min kärlekshistoria.” (The Expedition. My love story). In this talk she explains how 
her research has progressed since and how it has changed her life. 
 

17.30 – 19.30 | Evening get-together 

The day ends with a revitalising get-together at the Museum of Mediterranean and Near Eastern 
Antiquities. All attendees are welcome whether you attended the first day or are joining the conference 
now. Take the opportunity to network with friends and acquaintances new and old from different 
places and with different interests. Light snacks are provided and there will also be a bar where drinks 
can be bought. The number of places is limited. First come first served. 

 
 

Wednesday 9 November 
On the Wednesday we welcome all attendees to Nalen in Stockholm. This year’s conference begins. 

09.00 – 10.00 | Registration and morning coffee 

10.00 – 10.40 | The Autumn Meeting opens 

Director General of the Swedish National Heritage Board Lars Amréus welcomes attendees and with this 
year’s moderators Helena Håkansson and Emil Schön, declares the Swedish National Heritage Board’s 
Autumn Meeting 2016 open. 

Minister of Culture Alice Bah Kuhnke opens the Autumn Meeting.  
 

10.40 – 12.00 | Tiffany Jenkins: Who can make claims to cultural heritage? 

Tiffany Jenkins is a British sociologist, writer and cultural commentator who has written about culture 

and society for some of the UK’s leading media. Jenkins has also presented culture and science 

programmes for BBC Radio 4. In 2016 she published the book “Keeping Their Marbles: How Treasures of 

the Past Ended Up in Museums and Why They Should Stay There” which addresses cultural heritage in 

relation to assumptions about ownership, rights and identity. At the Autumn Meeting she will be talking 

about how history and cultural heritage can be used in various ways to create value and how conflicts 

can arise over the experienced value of cultural heritage. She also discusses museum collections as 

starting points for individual curiosity and exploration, rather than as props on political stages.  
 

12.00 – 13.00 | Lunch is served in Harlem 
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13.00 – 13.45 | Cultural heritage work – from observation to engagement 

Birgitta Johansen, Museum Director, Örebro County Museum, talks to Britta Roos, Cultural Heritage 
Strategist at the County Administrative Board of Skåne and journalist and opinion former Adam 
Cwejman on how cultural heritage work can contribute towards an inclusive society. It is fundamental 
that everyone experiences the same opportunities to use the diversity of cultural heritage to create 
meaning, context and a sense of belonging. What happens when cultural heritage work focuses on 
identity and the boundaries between groups? How can public cultural heritage work create conditions 
for everyone to explore and discuss what unites people?  

 

13.45 – 14.00 Break 
 

14.00 – 14.45 The digital society – opportunities and challenges 

Digitalisation gives practically everyone the opportunity to communicate, share information and do 
business. This revolutionary change in society primarily involves the digitalisation of meetings and 
identity building, founded in digital networks. When the power is concentrated with actors such as 
Google and Facebook, new, delimited arenas are created in which movements such as Daesh/IS choose 
to convey their messages. Because the networks are built up by like-minded people, those in them are 
often not challenged or subjected to critical scrutiny.  In addition, a power shift has taken place in the 
media world, in which old media companies such as newspapers and TV have gained strong 
competition from the networks and in which the traditional operators are finding it difficult to identify 
new business models. 

Anna Troberg, operations manager of Wikimedia Sweden, David Mothander, responsible for social 
policy issues at Google, and historian and writer Rasmus Fleischer discuss the opportunities opened up 
and challenges posed by digitalisation. What does the digitalisation of society mean for work in cultural 
heritage? How should work in cultural heritage be changed in order to live up to and benefit from the 
digital processes that characterise today’s society? 

 

14.45 – 15.15 Coffee break 

15.15 – 16.00 Overheating – on the three crises of globalisation 

Dr Cathrine Thorleifsson, Department of Social Anthropology, Oslo University, is one of the members of 
a research group on the Overheating project headed by Thomas Hylland Eriksen. Thorleifsson continues 
to talk on the theme of the use and instrumentalisation of the past in a time of cultural complexity. The 
result of globalisation – greater mobility, competition for resources and interaction – has created 
conflicting reactions in society. Across Europe radicalisation has excluded people and laid claim to 
cultural heritage in order to set up solid boundaries in a society characterised by global movement of 
capital, people, ideas and images. At the same time, other forces are challenging different related myths 
and advocating cosmopolitan values and universal human rights. Coming from anthropological 
research, Thorleifsson argues that we must understand the logic and attraction behind competing 
stories in order to enable inclusive approaches to the times in which we are living and the past. 
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16.00 – 16.15 Break 

 

16.15 – 17.00 Perspective: What triggers social engagement? 

Current affairs analyst Per Grankvist has a particular interest in some of the big questions of the day – 
sustainability, business ethics, and how and why personal, political or professional engagement occurs 
these days. 

Per is an independent newspaper columnist on the leader pages of Sydsvenskan and Helsingborgs 
Dagblad and writes about ethics in Resumé. Per is also a frequent guest on SVT’s breakfast television 
news panel for Gomorron Sverige. As a speaker, Per is known for his intellectual and entertaining use of 
art, culture and history to provide unexpected perspectives on current topics. 

 

17.00 – 17.30 The Swedish National Heritage Board’s Medal of Merit 

This year’s recipient/s is being announced. The Medal of Merit is awarded each year to one or a number 
of people who have made a major contribution to the cultural environment. 

 

17.30 – 17.40 Thoughts and thanks – round-up and drinks 
Lars Amréus and the moderators reflect on the day and tell us about the programme for the evening 
and the following day.  

All conference attendees are then welcome to round off the first day of the conference with drinks, chat 
and an energy boost. 

 

19.00 – 24.00 | Dinner 

The evening ends with dinner in Stora salen for those who booked on registration.  
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Thursday 10 November 

Inspiration, seminars and workshops 
The day begins with a joint session, after which a range of inspiring activities are run in parallel on three 

different stages. All the seminars and workshops end before a final round-up session at 15.15. Lars 

Amréus with guests will talk about why cultural heritage is a current interest in the public debate right 
now. After that this years Autumn Meeting conference will close at 16.00.  

Introductory plenary session 08.45 - 09.00 

08.45 –  09.00 Welcome to a new day at Nalen 

 

Stora scen | Seminars 09.00 – 16.00 

09.00 –  09.50 Angus Kennedy: Being Cultured. About culture and the concept 
of cultural heritage. 

Angus Kennedy, originally from Canada, now lives in the UK. He wrote the book “Being Cultured: in 

defence of discrimination” and launched The Institute of Ideas Academy, described as “Something of an 

intellectual summer holiday away from it all”. During the 21st century cultural heritage has increasingly 

come to be equated with culture. But what is cultural heritage in relation to culture? Is one finer than 

the other – and what do we really mean when we assert the importance of everyone’s stories, creativity 

and participation? Angus talks about the concept of culture, what it means and how we relate to it 
today – how we use the term culture when striving to be better people or to create a better society.  

 

09.50 –  10.15 Break 

10.15 –  11.00 Curiosity and exploration of a new native area 

Roozbeh Janghorban, documentary maker, Thorbjörn Enberg, Edefors local heritage society, Jan 

Nordwall, Secretary General of the Swedish Local Heritage Federation and representatives of Young 

Local Heritage Ambassadors. Just before Christmas 2015 documentary film maker Roozbeh Janghorban 

from Iran, where he was critical of the regime, was granted asylum in Sweden. During the year he has 

worked on a documentary about his journey – from Esfahan in Iran to Harads in Norrbotten. The film is 

about loss and curiosity, history and cultural environments and about finding a new community and a 

new home. The Autumn Meeting will show part of the film, a collaboration and an encounter with 

Thorbjörn Enberg from Harads. Jan, Roozbeh and Thorbjörn reflect on working on the film in relation to 

the centenary of the local heritage movement in 2016. People from the Young Local Heritage 

Ambassadors project join the conversation, offering a perspective on the local heritage movement of 
the future. 
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11.00 –  11.15 Break 

11.15 –  12.00 From refugee reception to participation in society  

Representatives of Filipstad municipality and the Museum of Värmland talk about their experiences 

from the ”From refugee reception to participation in society” project. Can preserving, using and 

developing cultural environments and cultural heritage help to create participation in society? How has 

the project been perceived by its participants and locals? Participants are Jim Frölander, project 

coordinator for Filipstad municipality, and Susanne Berggren, project leader from the Museum of 
Värmland. 

12.00 – 13.30 Lunch 

 
13.30 – 14.10 How does the experience of belonging tie in with cultural heritage?  

Cultural heritage is often thought to create and reinforce a sense of belonging, having and being part of 

a shared history. But what is it that enables objects to fulfil this function? Do we need them to 

experience a sense of belonging? And when handling objects of cultural heritage, we always face the 

question of where they truly belong. Which institution should hold them? Should they be in a display 

case or in an archive, in a centre or in the periphery? This is not only a legal question, it is also ultimately 
a question of cultural heritage policy.  

Meet sociologist, writer and journalist Tiffany Jenkins, Hans Ruin, professor of philosophy at Södertörn 

University and Lotten Gustafsson Reinius, guest professor at the Nordic Museum and Stockholm 
University – in a conversation on where home is in relation to history and memory. 

14.10 –  14.20 Break 

 

14.20 – 15.00 A wealth of diverse cultural environments – our inheritance 
from the major ancient monument survey 

The ancient monument survey, run by the Swedish Government from 1938 to 2002, was a unique 

project that together with a number of other publically financed surveys has helped to improve the 

visibility of a wealth of varied cultural environments. But how do we preserve this inheritance once the 

survey has been completed? How do we make sure that we continue to have a wealth of diverse 

cultural environments that can be preserved, used and developed and how do we quality assure the 
decisions we have to make every day on which are to be included and which are not? 

Eva Svensson, professor at Karlstad University, Jan Olov Westerberg, Director General at the Swedish 

Museum of Natural History and Fredrik Sjöberg, biologist and writer, talk about the mind of the 

collector and about what drove them to explore even deeper into the landscape to tick off cultural 

environments and beetles on the map. The conversation is led by Rikard Sohlenius, Senior Advisor at 
the Swedish National Heritage Board.  
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15.00 –  15.15 Break  

After the break all attendees come back together for a final session at Stora Scenen. See the programme 
on the next page. 

 

Scen Harlem | Workshops 09.00 – 15.15 

We are living in a time of constant and accelerating change and cultural heritage work is facing exciting 

challenges. In a society perceived as being increasingly complex, we have to learn to work together. To 

work together properly, we need to understand our own needs and those of others in relation to each 

other; our emotions and behaviours and how we can handle them constructively. At the Autumn 

Meeting you have a unique opportunity to attend a cultural heritage workshop based on the UGL 

method (developing groups and leaders). The number of workshop places is limited. Chose one of two 

options, first come first served. 
 

09.00 – 11.00 Option 1 – UGL workshop  

13.15 – 15.15 Option 2 – UGL workshop  

In this workshop we will be looking at how our different behaviours and drivers affect the way we work 

with others and how we can manage ourselves and coach each other in order to collaborate as well as 

possible. The workshops are led by Eva Selleck, The Collaboration Lab, a trained UGL leader who works 

as an organisational consultant with a focus on leadership training, change processes and conflict 

management and Louise Norrman, UGL leader whose day job is with Hyper Island as a learning designer 
and facilitator. 

After the break all attendees come back together for a final session at Stora Scenen. See the programme 
on the next page. 

 

Scen Stacken | Cultural heritage monologues 10.00 – 14.15 

The Autumn Meeting introduces Cultural heritage monologues – a new Autumn Meeting arena in 

which experts pass on their specialist expertise and share the curiosity, thirst for knowledge and passion 

that drives their interests. This year’s cultural heritage monologues span topics from tall buildings and 

subterranean vaults, to being moved by bones and transfixed by manuscripts. After each monologue 

you will be able to ask questions to the experts.  
 

10.00 – 10.40 

Writer Fredrik Sjöberg starts off the monologues with a longer talk on curiosity as a driving force and 
why we “keep doing it”. 
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10.45 – 11.15 

Alexandra Petrulevich, lecturer at Stockholm University’s Department of Swedish Language and 
Multilingualism, on place names and linguistic contact. 

 

11.15 – 11.45  

Gustaf Svedjemo, lecturer at the Department of Archaeology and Ancient History at Uppsala University, 
Campus Gotland. On Iron Age settlements in Gotland based on GIS analysis. 

 

12.00 – 13.00 Lunch 

 

13.00 – 13.30  

Magnus Källström, researcher at the Swedish National Heritage Board on discovering runes. 

 

13.30 – 14.00  

Helena Victor, project coordinator at Kalmar County Museum, on the latest finds from the excavations at 
Sandbyborg.  

 

14.00 – 14.30  

Anna Kjellström, researcher at the Department of Archaeology and Classical Studies at Stockholm 
University on handling holy bones. 

 

14.30 – 15.15 Welcome back to Stora scen where the programme continues.  
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15.15 – 16.00 | Concluding plenary session, Stora salen  

 

15.15 – 15.45 Why is cultural heritage work a topic of public debate at the 
moment? 

In recent months cultural heritage work has been the subject of attention among newspaper 

columnists and on social media. The debate has spanned issues of political governance, ideology and 

the way organisations are handling diversity issues. Why is this debate happening now? And what is the 
view of directors of the agencies concerned on these issues? 

Ann Follin, Director General  of the National Museums of World Culture,  Karin Åström Iko, Director 

General of the Swedish National Archives, Jan Olov Westerberg, Director General at the Swedish 

Museum of Natural History, and Lars Amréus Director General of the Swedish National Heritage Board 
discuss topical questions. 

 

15.45 – 16.00 Thank you for coming and we hope to see you again. 

Looking forward to seeing you next year! 
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